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Item

Description

1

1 Garden Ball Trango IP65 garden light, light
figure in pyramid shape, light figure made of
white plastic, perfect for decoration for home,
garden, balcony, terrace, outdoor light, light
figure in pyramid shape, path lighting, outdoor
light, garden lamp
Contents: 1 x garden lamp in pyramid shape for
outdoor and indoor use. Each light figure has a 5
metre long outdoor cable with plug - 6 x spikes for
securing to the ground
Socket: E27 – suitable for all LED bulbs and light
bulbs max. 40 Watt - Bulb not included.
Protection class: IP65 jet water protected –
Voltage: direct 230 volts can be extended as
desired – Material: Made of high-quality acrylic
plastic – high scratch resistance, impact resistant,
UV resistant, heat and frost resistant
Thanks to the white lampshade, the pyramid
shows an indirect light. After dusk, your garden
turns into a small, romantic paradise. The pyramid
garden lamps are also perfect as a bed lighting or
as a decoration for the garden. The white
pyramids can be combined very well with green
grass or with colourful flowers such as design
trees.

260€

2

1 Wall Art Home Decor Sculpture Sculpture Art The antique sculpture art on the wall often
consists of several parts that seem to seem but it
is a perfect whole. They are great decorations for
study, living room and entrance.
The Power of Art - These muddled bodies break up
the mediocre and silence of the past, showing
unparalleled benefits. They are people's attitude
to pursue freedom, and they are also a vividly
embodiment of human power and formal
aesthetics.
Strong retro beauty: the decoration has a strong
retro beauty, stylish wild, fine workmanship,
simple lines, prominent atmosphere, smooth
surface, remove roughness and add artistically.

95€
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STRONG AND DURABLE - These incomplete panels
break the mediocre and silence of the old days
and show unparalleled benefits. Some people see
it as incongested, and some people see it as freestanding, different people have different opinions,
which is also very interesting, which is also very
interesting. .

AUCTIM

3

1 Pendant Lights Dimensions of pendant lamp:
diameter = 50 cm: display ("height") = 300 cm
(can be shortened)
Material: chrome metal
Input voltage: 210-240 V. Socket: 20 x G4 2 W
(the starter kit description: per one, 1 W, 80 lm,
3000 K (warm white).
This light is suitable for light bulbs type G4 in
energy efficiency classes: D to A. This light is sold
with bulbs of energy efficiency class: A. Delivered
assembled.
Features: energy efficiency class: A. A complete
package including bulb.

4

1 Ceiling Light Small chandelier: D20 cm x H23
cm, ceiling base: 10 cm, hanging cord 100 cm
(adjustable).
Modern chandelier: 3 ply raindrop crystals with
stunning appearance, stainless steel chrome
frame. Add sparkle and elegance to your room.
Chandelier Application: Perfect for living room,
hallway, bar, girl's room, bedroom, wedding
decoration, party passway, entrance area, etc.
Flush-mounted type: AC110-260V Uses 1 x E26
socket. Comes with the complete pendant light,
not just lampshade. (Bulb not included)

5

1 Ceiling Light LED Size (power): 4 Heads. 53 x 6
cm (42 W), irradiation area: 10-15㎡: 5 heads: 70 x
6 (58 W), irradiation area: 15-20㎡: 6 heads: 85 x 6
cm (74 W). Irradiated area: 20-25㎡: 7 heads: 110
x 6 cm (106 W), irradiated area: 25-30㎡: Material:
Polymethyl methacrylate high permeability
lampshade: Lamp type: LED Voltage: 110 V - 240
V. Energy efficiency: A, with an average life of
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50,000 hours.
Adjustable light and variable colour: The variable
intensity remote control has an adjustable
brightness and temperature in 3 colours to meet
your different needs (warm white 3000 K, neutral
white 4000 K, cool white 6000 K). Functional
dimming range: 10% -100%.
Ceiling light: Modern living room lamp LED ceiling
light is ideal interior lighting equipment. Thanks to
the use of modern LED technology, it can save
more than 90% energy compared to conventional
light bulbs. High-quality energy-saving LED chip
strips (fixed installation).
Large LED ceiling light colour: white, suitable for
all types of decoration. It is a bedroom lamp,
interior lamp to eat in the restaurant, dining table
lamp, hotel lamp, office lamp, kitchen lamp,
children's room lamp

AUCTIM

6

1 Ceiling Light Chandelier size: diameter: 60 cm,
height: 27 cm. A modern chandelier combined
with a rectangular crystal pendant, it reflects
light, illuminates and creates a comfortable and
bright environment
Flush-mounted type: made of crystals, metal
and chrome. The crystal ceiling light requires 9
E14 LED bulbs with a maximum of 12 W. (Bulbs
included)
Working voltage: 220 V. Compatible with many
types of light bulbs: energy-saving bulbs, LED
bulbs, light bulbs etc
Colour adjustable: three colours are available:
white light, warm light, normal light
Wide application: chandelier ceiling lights fit
kitchen, dining room, bedroom, living room, hotel
room, children's room and so on.

485€

7

1 Chandelier Ceiling Light Specifications: black
flush-mounted ceiling light size: 27.5 x 27.5 x 7.8
inches (70 x 70 x 20 cm), ceiling lamp shelf:
diameter 4.72 inches (12 cm). Voltage: 220V.
Fashion style: this ceiling light with ten branches,
bulbs surround the environment such as satellites,

150€
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the quiet starry sky lights up bright and the soft
lights are like stars falling on the floor, warm and
romantic. Modern and vintage combine style,
suitable for living room, dining room, restaurant,
cafe, kitchen lighting decoration.
Applicable light bulbs: E27 bulbs x 10 (not bulbs
and lamp shape included). Compatible with LED,
edison, incandescent CFL and halogen lamps. The
use of LED bulbs can save power and delay the
service life. The wattage of the bulb depends on
how much light the room needs.
Dimmable Fully dimmable when used with
dimmable bulbs and compatible dimmers. The
colour temperature of the bulbs is selected
according to the style of the room.

AUCTIM

8

1 Crystal Ceiling Light Bulb type and size: E14
socket. Voltage: 85 V - 265 V. Available bulb: LED
lamp, incandescent lamp, energy saving lamp
(bulb not included)
Material of the lamp body: crystal, the surface of
low carbon, environmental protection, non-toxic,
energy saving, no rust, colour uniformity and
durability.
Dimmable: you can adjust the light according to
your wishes, you can choose warm white, natural
white
Suitable for different styles: modern, retro, loft,
art deco. Perfect for the kitchen, dinner, bedroom,
cafe, bar, club lighting decoration.
Easy to install: the pendant lamp arms are all prewired and mounted, you just need to pass the
wire through the light bar and ceiling plate and
then fix

1.285€

9

1 Crystal Ceiling Lamp Lampe besteht aus vielen
verschiedenen Kristallen, optisch ein Hingucker
Maße H x B x T: 28,0 cm x 38,0 cm x 38,0 cm
Materlialien [Chrom, Kunststoff, Metall] Verbindung: Lüster [Verbindung an das Stromnetz
mithilfe einer Lüsterklemme]
Fassung: 4 x G9 Sockel - max. 28W

170€
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10

1 Pendant Light MODERN STYLE: Fine rust or
brass finish adds extra depth and timeless charm.
4 candle lights in the central display give the
country house style a touch of elegance.
SIZE:The geometric open cage creates a simple
contour with a modern feel. Chain length: 75
cm/29.5 inches (adjustable), length: 9.8 inches/25
cm, width: 9.8 inches/25 cm, height: 14
inches/35.5 cm.
Easy installation: we do not need special tools to
set up. Includes all mounting hardware for easy
installation. Power per bulb: 40 W. Max bulb: LED,
CFL, incandescent lamp.
Perfect for: hang it over the entrance to meet the
desired requirements of fashion and function.
Great for a high ceiling, kitchen, dining table,
stairway, hallway.

325€

11

1 Pendant Lamp This pendant light with round
screen fits into the living room, dining room or
office. With its subtle design, it can be combined
with numerous interior styles, particularly suitable
for staircases or public buildings.
3 sizes: 16 lamps, diameter 30 cm, power 32 W,
28 lamps, diameter 42 cm, power 56 W, 42 lamps,
diameter 52 cm, power 84 W. Voltage: 230 V.
Elegant pendant light with high-quality lamp
housing made of acrylic and iron. Cable length:
1.5 m / 2.5 m / 3.5 m. Adjustable height,
especially suitable for staircases or public
buildings.
With warm white bulbs (3000K) for a warm and
comfortable feeling, it provides enough brightness
for reading, eating and other daily activities.

790€

12

1 Ceiling Light LUXURIOUS HOME ART DECOR
DESIGN: The amazing crystal round chandelier by
Crystal is a beautiful ceiling light. This high-quality
single spiral crystal chandelier is absolutely
fabulous. Light crystal droplets make your house
sparkle from every angle.
Lamp type and size: 6 x GU10 lamps, max. 50 W
(bulb not included). Voltage: 220 V ~ 240 V. Size:
diameter 50 cm, height 156 cm. Compatible

340€
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lamps: dimmable lamps, energy-saving bulbs, LED
bulbs, halogen lamps, etc.
Suitable room: luxurious beautiful spiral raindrop
design, sparkles from every angle, beautiful
chandelier. Suitable for: living room, dining room,
kitchen island, bedroom, foyer, indoor,
farmhouse, bar, restaurants, galleries, showroom,
hotel, cafe, office, etc.
Main material: stainless steel chrome plate,
transparent genuine crystal. 100% crystal
changer. An excellent crystal attachment for your
foyer, dining room, living room and more! This
light features beautiful 100% crystal balls that
catch and reflect the light.
13

AUCTIM

1 LED Ceiling Lights LUXURIOUS HOME ART
DECOR DESIGN: The amazing crystal round
chandelier by Crystal is a beautiful ceiling light.
This high-quality single spiral crystal chandelier is
absolutely fabulous. Light crystal droplets make
your house sparkle from every angle.
Lamp type and size: 5 x GU10 lamps, max. 60 W
(bulb not included). Voltage: 220 V ~ 240 V. Size:
diameter 40 cm, height 80 cm. Compatible lamps:
dimmable lamps, energy-saving bulbs, LED bulbs,
halogen lamps, etc.
Suitable room: luxurious beautiful spiral raindrop
design, sparkles from every angle, beautiful
chandelier. Suitable for: living room, dining room,
kitchen island, bedroom, foyer, indoor,
farmhouse, bar, restaurants, galleries, showroom,
hotel, cafe, office, etc.
Main material: stainless steel chrome plate,
transparent genuine crystal. 100% crystal
changer. An excellent crystal attachment for your
foyer, dining room, living room and more! This
light features beautiful 100% crystal balls that
catch and reflect the light.
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1 LED Pendant Light 1. Design: exquisite
modeling, simple and elegant, stylish hollow
design makes it beautiful, a beautiful and unique
design of high-quality lighting environment, the
classic style and timeless design of this LED
chandelier looks particularly attractive and adds
more fashion elements to your home, refined by a
variety of coating processes, non-toxic and
environmentally friendly, pure colour, let you
experience the beauty of the lamp.
2. Size: L65 cm x H15 cm, hanging wire can be
adjusted freely, material: acrylic lampshade +
shell is made of precision aluminium, not easy to
deform and resistant to oxidation and corrosion,
fixed installation, strong light transmission,
uniform lighting, soft and bright colours,
environmental protection and energy saving, no
strobe, easy to clean, colour: gold, with good light
effect.
3. Light source: built-in high quality LED chip,
dimmable: you can use a practical remote control
to remote control colour temperature (3000 K ~
6500 K) and brightness (5% ~ 100 %), power: 78
W, lumen: 6240 lm, voltage: 220 – 240 V, average
life: 96000 hours, energy efficiency level: A ++,
3C certification, high brightness, long life, no
glare. long-lasting lighting. protect your eyes.
4. Scenario: suitable for lofts, villas, dining rooms,
clubs, bedrooms, living rooms, kitchens, cafes,
shops, bars, offices, recreation rooms,
workspaces, clothing shops, libraries, clubs,
hotels, nurseries, hallways, balconies, clubhouse
and other environments provide a pleasant
atmosphere and perfect decorative lighting. The
irradiation area: 15 m²-30 m².
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15

1 Touch Lamp Touch: elegant umbrella table lamp
for atmospheric ambience - controlled by touch
Modern: the touch lamp impresses with its
large fabric shade and oval lamp base with
copper-coloured edge
Dimmable: choose from 3 levels of the touch
table lamp the ideal brightness for your mood
Versatile: perfect as a bedside lamp - light
source in the living room and bedroom - indirect
light
Details: table lamp H x D: approx. 48.5 x 28
cm. Lampshade height: approx. 19 cm, E14
socket, with cable

95€

16

1 Table Lamp Artistic reading lamp: enjoy the
most beautiful hours of the day in soft light. This
table lamp is a light source and work of art alike.
Stone look base: the base acts like a stringing of
stones. It is made of ceramic in white and silver.
The materials: Take a look at the material
selection. The base is made of ceramic, the
lampshade is made of a dense and solid chintz
fabric.
Colour contrast: in the colour scheme, this light
relies on opposites. Both the base and the shade
are designed in white and silver.

50€

17

1 Table Lamp Base made of individual branches
- The table lamp provides a special accent thanks
to its unusual look and makes every corner of
your home more comfortable: ideal for the living
room, bedroom, dining area, hallway or other
interiors.
- Perfectly matches country house, modern,
shabby chic, maritime, Mediterranean, industrial,
Scandinavian, classic, French, Ecodesign
- Technical details: light bulb E27, power
consumption: max. 60 watts, energy efficiency A+
+ to E
- Product dimensions: H/W/D approx. 39/40/15cm
Delivery and customer service from Germany
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1 Ceiling Light Mini style chandelier, elegant and
warm for a living room, bedroom and girl's room,
bright and beautiful decoration for your home.
Diameter: 20 cm, height: 30 cm.
Crystals are ready, you need to hang them on the
lamp.
Chandelier voltage: 220-240V, 3 x G4 lamps, LED
bulbs included.
Size of the room: 5-8㎡, 2 year warranty

19

1 Chandelier Lights Modern fashion bridges
raindrop design ---- The unique bridge raindrop
design makes this crystal candle absolutely
fabulous! Sparkles from any angle. Full assembly.
With time and effort. It'll be worth it. Enjoy the
contemporary variation of the luxurious
precipitation design.
Size and lamp type: length 70 cm, width 25 cm,
height 29 cm. G9 x 8, max. 25 watt (bulb not
included), voltage: 220V-240V, compatible with
many types of bulbs: dimmable bulbs, energy
saving bulbs, LED bulbs, halogen bulbs etc. Fully
dimmable when used with dimmable bulbs and a
compatible dimmer switch (not included)
Suitable room high-end luxury beautiful rain
design, sparkles from any angle, beautiful
chandelier. Suitable for: living room, dining room,
kitchen island, bedroom, foyer, indoor,
farmhouse, sloping ceiling, bar, restaurants,
galleries, exhibition room, hotel, cafe, office, etc.
The main component High polished stainless steel
roof, clear crystal top K9.100% high quality crystal
fixture, fantastic modern chandelier features a
wonderful design and is beautifully dressed with
shiny crystals. Light up your house with this
modern pendant light.
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1 Floor Lamp The design classic: arc lamp
provides cosy and glare-free lighting in your living
room
The floor lamp consists of a high-quality white
marble base, a curved metal frame and a white
round lamp shade
The floor lamp can be easily adjusted in height
and can therefore be individually adapted to your
living situation.
The white lampshade made of acrylic glass
provides an atmospheric and homely atmosphere
and immerses the environment in a cosy light
The large, heavy marble base not only provides
stability, but rounds off the stylish design of the
floor lamp

185€

21

1 LED Solar Light LED light for outdoors: the
modern LED lamp allows energy-saving, energyefficient and environmentally friendly your
outdoor area (e.g. garden, terrace, carport, front
garden, balcony) or the property of your business
(office, building, parking lot) with pleasant light.
Suitable for outdoor use: terrace, garden, balcony,
driveway, carport: protection class IP44:
protection against splashes of water, ideal for
outdoor use. Design your outdoor area and create
a great atmosphere all around your home, your
house or on your property.
By using high-quality LED bulbs, these solar lights
produce a beautiful light and perfectly accentuate
any desired area.
Bulb included: we provide you with this lamp highquality bulbs for your lamp, so the lamp can be
used directly as lighting.
This high-quality outdoor light creates the perfect
atmosphere around your home in summer and
winter. Whether outside the house, on the
terrace, the balcony, for lighting your carport, the
parking space as well as your garage: this outdoor
lamp also provides you with a great lighting
concept outdoors and sets your garden or front
garden perfectly.

100€
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1 Table Lamp The arc lamp is equipped with a 9
W light bulb, the colour temperature can be freely
adjusted between 3000 - 6500 K and the
brightness can be continuously adjusted by 5 %.
Up to 100 %. The floor lamp can also be switched
in 4 fixed modes: working mode, reading mode,
night light mode and nursing mode.
Easy to use: our arc light is equipped with foot
switch and remote control switch, which is easy to
use. On the back of the remote control is a
magnet that can be attached to a lantern post or
any iron object and is not easy to lose. The
remote control has four modes: night light mode,
nursing mode, reading mode, working mode. And
it has 1H timer function. You can use it before
going to bed.
The black gold lampshade made of polyester is
easy to clean. You can wipe the lampshade with a
damp cloth. The base of the lamp is stable and
not easy to tip over. The base of the floor lamp is
made of shatter-proof metal, so you don't have to
worry about knocking the lamp over when
children and pets play in the room.
The arc floor lamp with shelf provides comfort for
your life. You can put books, glasses and other
lightweight items on the shelf. The maximum load
capacity of the shelf is 1 kg. The angle of the
black gold lampshade can be adjusted according
to your personal preferences.

175€

23

1 Light Solar Lamp Impressive size of diameter:
14.4 cm. Height: 20.6 cm
Includes twilight sensor that automatically
controls the on/off of the lamp
Battery: 1 x AA 1.2 V 300 mAh
1 x LED in warm white
Box contents: 3 x LED solar light drops

105€
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1 Table Lamp Includes: lamp base and coloured
lampshade
Base dimensions: 12 x 10 x 9 cm
Shade dimensions: 16.7/10.5x16.7/10.5x12 cm
Overall dimensions: 17.5 x 17.5 x 25 cm
Bulbs are not included

45€

25

1 Table Lamp Table lamp PIBE Honsel-Leuchten
Ceramic brown / cream, fabric shade grey / brown
Cable switch
Umbrella diameter 17 cm / total height 24 cm
Suitable for 1 x E14 max. 40 W halogen

65€

26

1 Ceiling Light Dimensions for this crystal
chandelier is height 20 cm x diameter 33 cm.
This modern ceiling light uses 4 x E14 bulbs (not
included), maximum 40 W per bulb, compatible
with LED bulbs and highly recommended for
money and energy saving.
This modern light light could brighten your room
extremely and far, to create a superior and stylish
atmosphere in your living room, dining room,
bedroom, foyer or any other dry place.

225€

27

1 Table Lamp From antiquity to modernity: this
artfully designed bedside lamp in a set of 2
symbolises the antique age with its rough stone
surface, while it creates a connection to the most
modern interior décor with the modern chrome
look
Modern bedside lamp – with the grey lampshade
and the shiny ceramic base, this lamp creates a
special atmosphere and beautifies the light
ambience in your home
Suitable for bulbs with E27 socket, max. 40 Watt suitable for use with LED and energy-saving

195€
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bulbs. Not included
Black cable (approx. 125 cm), with toggle switch
and flat Euro plug. The toggle switch is located
after approx. 38 cm cable (measured from the
lamp)
Overall dimensions with umbrella (approx. ): 30.5
x 42.5 x 21.5 cm (width x height x depth)

AUCTIM

28

1 Pendant Light Our 15-bulb chandelier made of
black acrylic glass spreads a stylish and cosy
atmosphere - the fine prisms and chains made of
acrylic glass ensure effective light refraction
The romantic chandelier fits perfectly into modern
and classic furnishing styles, combined with white
pieces of furniture in a retro or shabby chic
design, the ceiling light will be a real highlight in
your living room or bedroom
The vintage ceiling light has fifteen arms and is
equipped with 15 x E14 bulbs with a maximum of
25 watts - to perfect the antique look, you can use
E14 candles or LED bulbs with E14 socket
Large primes and fine chains made of acrylic
glass are modelled on the heavy and delicate
crystal glass prime of old chandeliers and provide
great light effects and cosy lighting - the
advantage compared to glass: easy to clean and
robust
Dimensions: height: 80 cm / total diameter: 80 cm
/ supply cable: 115 cm / excluding bulbs 15 x E14
max. 25 watts, suspension can be shortened,
available in other sizes and colours

29

1 Ceiling Light K9 crystal, ideal in modern and
classic interior styles, combined with white
furniture in a retro or shabby chic design, the
ceiling light will be a real highlight in your living
room or bedroom.
Uses E14 bulbs. Bulbsnot included. Bulb not
included.
Chandelier voltage: 220-240V, 2 x E14.
Size of the room: 10-15㎡
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1 LED Chandelier Lamps Material: metal + colour
handmade fabric lampshades (with electronic
transformer)
Colour: multi-coloured, CE & Rohs certificate
G4 MAX 8 * 10W, 220-240V, bulb not included,
LED or incandescent bulbs are functional.
Size: Approx. Diameter 55 cm x height 80 cm, the
length is without cable, the cable length is
approx. 60 cm

285€

31

1 Floor Lamp Design im Minimalistisch Stil - Die
Bogenlampe fügt sich ideal in Ihren
Einrichtungsstil ein, wie z.B. dem skandinavischen
oder modernen Stil. Passt perfekt in Ihr
Wohnzimmer, Schlafzimmer usw.
Stabil und sicher: Die stabile Basis bietet eine
gute Stabilität gegen Fallen, wenn sie von Kindern
oder Haustieren gestoßen werden. Es ist mit
einem stabilen Lampengehäuse, um einen guten
Schutz für die Innen-Lampe bieten.
Die Stehlampe hat eine E27 Fassung und ist für
ein Leuchtmittel mit MAXIIMAL 40 Watt 220 Volt
ausgelegt. Wir empfehlen den Einsatz des LEDLeuchtmittels. (Das Leuchtmittel ist im
Lieferumfang nicht enthalten)
Produktabmessungen: 1680 x 400 x 2050 +-100
mm (Länge x Durchmesser x Höhe). Stoffschirm:
Er ist aus hochwertigem Fabric und weist einen
Durchmesser von 40 cm auf, eine Gesamthöhe
von 20 cm. Aufgrund der übergroßen 150 cm
langen Für eine Rücksendung dieser Lampe muss
der Kunde die Lampe zur DPD-Station selbst
bringen, weil DPD die Rücksendeetikett nicht zur
Verfügung stellt. Wir entschuldigen uns für alle
Unannehmlichkeit und wir bitten um Ihr
Verständnis.

225€

32

1 Table Lamp Der Farbmix aus schwarz und gold
liegt total im Trend und kann vielseitig mit
anderen Stilen kombiniert werden. Zum Beispiel

200€
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Vintage, Modern, Retro oder mit dem Industrial
Style
Die schmale Bauform dieser Leuchte überzeugt in
jedem Raum. Von Wohnzimmer über Esszimmer,
Flur, Küche oder auch im Kinderzimmer. Diese
Lampe fügt sich ideal in ihre Umgebung ein
Die säulenförmige Stehleuchte verfügt über einen
Trittschalter am Kabel zum bequemen Ein- und
Ausschalten
Das LED-Leuchtmittel ist im Lieferumfang
enthalten. 1x GU10, 5 Watt und 400 Lumen:
Abmessungen: Höhe: 137 cm, Durchmesser
Lampenschirm: 6 cm, Durchmesser Lampenfuß:
18,5 cm
33

AUCTIM

1 Floor Lamp Light column RGB dimmable: LED
lamp colour changing with adjustable colour
temperature from 2700 to 6500 K, over 16 million
colours, a variety of options for different
requirements, depending on the requirements, set
by 10 brightness levels, uses 120 pieces highquality LED chips, create a lighting intensity of
approx. 15000-50000 hours, durable
Spliced modern design: LED floor lamp including 1
light strip and 3 light tubes, can be installed in
about 5 minutes, a floor lamp reading light scores
with a low power consumption and U-shaped
outer design fully in trend and highlights the
young, modern living
Practical locations: minimalist design can be
individually adapted to any interior style. e.g.
living room, bedroom, study, hallway. Additional
reading lamp, can be placed in your sofa or desk
next to it to protect your eyes. The LED ceiling
lamp is also ideal as a children's bedroom lamp or
as a bedroom lamp, creating a warm atmosphere
RF remote control: the brightness, mode and
speed of the corner floor lamp can be changed via
remote control, the lights can be changed in
music mode with the rhythm of the music without
ever coming out of your seat, IC set button to
choose the half or full brightness of the light bar,
multiple modes can be adjusted just one push of a
button
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AUCTIM

34

1 Floor Lamp Trendy design in black and gold.
This lamp brings trendy design and the most
beautiful light to your home. The solid metal
frame black and the lampshade black/gold look
elegant and timeless.
Versatile uses: use this stylish arc light as a
practical reading lamp floor lamp in the living
room, dining room, bedroom. A real highlight next
to the sofa, armchair, bed and desk.
Suitable for LED. This elegant 1-bulb floor lamp
has an E27 socket for max. 60 W. Use modern
LED bulbs to save energy and money. Bulb not
included in box contents.
Comfortable: this trendy black gold floor lamp
stands stable and secure thanks to the solid metal
base (diameter 35 cm). Switch on and off easily
via the practical foot switch on the cable.

505€

35

1 Floor Lamp Modern and elegant design: skilfully
five aluminium rings are interwoven together to
create a clear, harmonious floor lamp, creating a
certain asymmetry, individualising the
appearance that creates an attractive appearance
that suits any of your living styles.
High quality material: the body of the floor lamp is
made of refined aluminium and silica gel, durable
and easy to clean. The built-in LED module
highlights the pleasant lighting experience of the
light with a power of 30 watts and max. 2400
lumens in warm white. The harmony of the
materials makes the LED floor lamp a real
highlight.
Easy touch control: the dimmable floor lamp has a
touch dimmer and allows you to switch on and off
and control the brightness from 100% to 50% and
25% by touching the switch. This allows you to
create different lighting moods depending on your
requirements, and create a cosy atmosphere in
your home in no time.
Non-slip base and 180 cm cable length: thanks to
the non-slip base with a diameter of 200 mm, the
lamp can stand securely on the floor to avoid
accidental falls: as a 5-bulb floor lamp, you can
place this floor lamp in a variety of ways,

525€
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whatever is suitable for the additional lighting of
living and dining rooms in the evening hours. It
can also be used as an office light.
Technical details: lamp size: 110 x 26 x 20 cm,
plate size: 20 x 0.4 cm, power: 30 W, lumen: max.
2400 lm, number of bulbs: 5 bulbs, cable length:
1.8 m, dimmable: yes, colour temperature: 3000
K, light bulb: built-in LED. Voltage: 110 V - 240 V.

AUCTIM

36

1 Floor Lamp Arc lamp floor lamp – this
extravagant LED floor lamp with its curved design
is an eye-catcher in any room. This floor lamp is
very easy to install and the base is also very
stable. Don't worry about safety.
Cosy light and humanised design: the lampshade
is made of high-quality silica gel, which creates a
warm and cosy light. Includes energy-saving 25
W. LEDs have a pleasant light colour of 3300-5000
Kelvin.
LED floor lamp dimmable remote control – the
brightness of the light can be continuously
adjusted via a remote control. Turn the light on/off
by gently pressing the foot switch so that you
cannot disturb you in the dark.
APPLICATION - Great decoration for home, bar,
hotel, restaurant, offee shop, villas, wedding
decorations, party, church, castle and more.
Whether you want to read, write or just relax, the
lamp provides enough light without straining your
eyes.
Longer service life: thanks to the high-quality
material and strict quality control system, the
service life is over 25,000 hours. We can replace
any damage due to the delivery or packaging.

445€

37

1 LED Floor Lamp RGB LED floor lamp dimmable:
colourful LED floor lamp colour changing, with 16
million colours and multiple lighting modes to
choose from, 1% -100% adjustable brightness,
you can also design the mode yourself and save
the mode in your own, LED floor lamp dimmable
offers you better visual enjoyment.
24-button remote control and app control:
intelligent LED floor lamp Bluetooth with IR

150€
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remote control and 3-button control device,
compatible with the smartphone, offers you many
intelligent functions such as brightness
adjustment, selection mode, DIY mode, sync with
music or microphone, timer, etc. It is the best
choice for your smart life.
Music synchronisation and timer function: the
colour-changing floor lamp with built-in highsensitivity microphone and music mode can be
synchronised with any music type and the light
pulses at the rhythm of your favourite music,
creating a fun, relaxing party atmosphere. With
the timing function, you can preset your favourite
colour and brightness to automatically turn it on
or off.
Best gifts and multifunctional scene: the modern
minimalist floor lamp can be perfectly installed in
the corner. The light is soft, even and glare-free,
suitable for ambience at holidays, parties and
birthdays, and for living room, bedroom, study,
dining room, office, commercial space to add
atmosphere. Colour changing of the floor lamp,
ideal as a Christmas gift, birthday gift,
housewarming gift.
38

AUCTIM

1 LED Corner Floor Lamp
Perfect design: the ceiling lamp can replace
annoying headlights and provides a soft and
sufficient interior lighting to illuminate your
interior. In this pleasant light, the whole hair feels
LED high-brightness lamp beads: the use of
high-quality LED lamp beads ensures that corner
floor lamp brings you dreamlike lighting and at
the same time effective lighting. At the same
time, it is equipped with an acrylic lampshade
that offers higher light transmission and an
excellent user experience
☆High quality materials: corner lamp is made
of aluminium alloy, which has higher stability. And
the high-quality layer ensures that the lamp body
does not rust easily and the service life is longer
Easy installation: all installation tools are
included in the minimal lamp package. You can
install it according to the instructions. It can be
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installed in minutes and gives your room a warm
feeling
Creative LED lamps: corner floor lamp with
pleasant light to protect the eyes. Use this floor
lamp as an atmosphere lamp in your corner or as
a luxurious eye-catcher in your living room. The
lamp is also very suitable as a gift for family or
friends

AUCTIM

39

1 Solar Lamp Decorative solar lantern in classic
latene design for standing or hanging. A great
effect when the light is in the dark.
Thanks to the integrated solar panels, which
charge a built-in battery, these lights can be
placed in your outdoor area completely without a
power connection. These solar lights charge
during the day and release their stored light in the
dark. This makes your solar lantern
environmentally friendly, operating costs free and
user-friendly.
IP 44 protection class, 6 hours of sunlight during
the day, lighting time up to 8-10 hours.
12-month warranty from Tomshine Customer
Service: If you do not like our product or service,
please return it within 30 days. Any question
about our product or service, please feel free to
contact us. We will reply to you within 24 hours
and do our best to make you happy.

45€

40

1 Solar Light Hollow pattern: the hollow pattern
design of solar garden lights is elegant and
beautiful, and the waterfall fairy lights spray
fairytale colours in your garden. Even in the rain,
there is no water accumulation. The garden lamp
is easy to assemble and features a bracket that
can be completed in a minute. Don't forget to
charge it in the sun for the first time.
IP65 waterproof and rustproof: solar garden light
with six LED copper fairy lights can be easily bent
and assembled. The LED copper wire fairy lights
are IP65 waterproof, which means that the solar
garden light can be used in rain or snow.
Solar energy: the garden light is designed with
solar energy. You only need to turn the switch to

95€
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"ON" when first use, and the garden lighting turns
on automatically at dusk and off at sunrise. The
solar battery is kept dry on the internal hook while
using the most advanced electrode system, low
energy consumption, long life. So don't worry
about overheating.
Decoration: Solar lights provide the much-needed
lighting and project beautiful projection patterns.
This is a great decoration for gardens, backyards,
driveways, paths and even camping. It can be
placed next to plants, windows, furniture etc. and
is easy to bend. It is a beautiful decoration for
Christmas

AUCTIM

41

1 Solar Light Larger, brighter and realistic: Helesin
solar lights for outdoor decoration use soft
materials, so solar lights for outdoor decoration
look like real flowers during the day. Each solar
flower light has 20 LEDs, which make LED
sunflower light brighter and dazzling at night.
High charging efficiency: The solar charging board
of Helesin outdoor garden solar lights has high
charging efficiency. When the battery is no longer
durable, you can replace the battery and the solar
sunflower light can work like a fresh light.
Waterproof and durable: The Helesin solar lights
for outdoor garden decoration have a higher
waterproof rating (IP65), so you don't have to
worry about solar garden lights being damaged by
heavy rain.
Automatic on / off: The beautiful solar lights
garden decoration has an intelligent lightsensitive system. When the switch is set to "on",
the solar garden light garden plug lights up
automatically at dusk.

45€

42

1 Floor Lamp Classic and creative: the whole floor
lamp is made of metal. It is robust and practical. It
looks simple but very classic and elegant. The
lamp combines glass ball with vertical lamp pole.
It is not only a floor lamp but also a vintage
decoration for your family.
Replaceable bulb: our floor lamp uses E27 bulb.
(The packaging includes 9 W E27 warm white

175€
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bulb). You can use different E27 bulbs (warm
white/cool white) according to your wishes and
create different atmosphere.
Gentle and pleasant light: when you turn on the
lamp, the soft and gentle light is penetrated
through the glass ball. Very elegant and pretty.
This lamp fits into the living room, bedroom,
dining table, bed, office, bedside table, hallway,
restaurant, hotel.
Save energy: this lamp uses high-quality selfresearch LEDs. With an energy class of A+, this
lamp can save 80% energy consumption. In
addition, this floor lamp has a service life of more
than 30,000 hours. Very practical.
43

AUCTIM

1 Ceiling Light 6 bulb pendant lamp – number of
lights: 6: bending arm: 18 mm: size: total
diameter: 580 mm, total height: 520 mm: lamp
socket: E14 (not included).
K9 crystal chandelier – high-quality K9 crystal
beads combine with crystal leaves, emit more
beautiful and elegant light, create a warm and
cosy atmosphere.
Solid and durable materials – made of crystal,
glass and aluminium, chandeliers are durable and
easy to clean. With robust strong hanging chain,
heavy duty bearings, silver aluminium tubes cap
base, prevent oxidation and rust.
E14 lamp holder lamp – if the light is not bright,
you only need to replace the bulb with the E14
bulb and not the entire lamp and use it for a
longer time. The number of watts can be installed
according to actual needs, and the selectivity is
high.
Ideal for decoration – perfect decoration for home,
glass chandelier body and holder, simple and
beautiful. Perfect for bedroom and living room,
bedroom, study, dining area, kitchen or office.
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AUCTIM

44

1 Circle LED Table Lamp Use softer side glow
technology to avoid damage to the eyes. Easy
Clean, Plug and Bight, a decoration that adorns
with its stylish design desk, shelf and any
furniture.
Made of non-toxic material, the LED twist lamp is
more environmentally friendly than fluorescent
strips, which are known to contain toxic
chemicals.
Standing about 49 cm tall and 25 cm in diameter,
a colour temperature of 3000 K and 6000 K, can
adjust the brightness, best choice for any type of
casual, contemporary or meditative environment.
Thanks to the built-in 8W LED bulbs, you can save
on electricity costs. Low energy consumption and
will never need a replacement for the light source.

45

1 Table Lamp Tischleuchte Taba mit einem
Keramik-Sockel goldfarbig und einem Stoffschirm
schwarz/goldfarbig
Leuchte exklusive Leuchtmittel. Passendes
Leuchtmittel 1xE14 max. 40Watt
Über einen Schnurschalter wird die Leuchte anund ausgeschaltet
Die Leuchte hat eine Gesamthöhe von 33cm
Kein Leuchtmittel enthalten

65€

46

1 Table Lamp
Set of 2 BRUBAKER table or bedside lamps with
oval shades and ceramic feet in two-tone matt
look.
The table lamps can be used with normal E14
bulbs up to maximum 40 Watt or LED bulbs. No
light bulbs included.
No light bulbs included.
1.25 cm cable with rocker switch and Euro plug.
Overall height (with legs): 38 cm.

85€
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47

AUCTIM

1 Table Lamp This item is equipped with a highquality fabric shade.
The lamp base is made of real ceramic.
The item is suitable for E14 bulbs of all energy
efficiency classes.
The light can be switched on/off via a switch (on
the cord)
Bulb not included
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48

AUCTIM

1 Crystal Lamp Chandelier Our large ceiling lamp
Big Rhinestone has a total length of 180 cm and is
manufactured using countless prisms
The fine prisms are mounted on chains at the
suspension of the light the prisms are made from
clear acrylic glass
Especially in a room with a high ceiling height is
this hanging light an absolute eye-catcher
Discover more exclusive ceiling light pendant
lamp in the range by Riess Ambiente
Height: 180 cm/Diameter total size: 30 cm/Shade
Height: 160 cm/Cable Length: 20 cm/Light Bulb:
1x E27 max. 60 Watt
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AUCTIM

49

1 Table Lamp Table light with the following
dimensions: diameter: 16.5 cm and height: 30.5
cm.
Textile light from the Carlton 2 series in the
colours black & copper or black & gold.
Textile Collection.
Light bulbs not included.
Table lamp with cable switch for easy on/off.

45€

50

1 Table Lamp The stylish spiral design table lamp
with a height of just under 15 inches and a
diameter of 8.5 inches is not only a lamp, but also
decorates desks, shelves, brackets and any
furniture with its stylish design. Note: The size
and shape of each lamp may vary slightly due to
the production process.
Dimmable table lamp. This table lamp has a
colour temperature range from 2,700 to 6,400
Kelvin and a There are 3 colour temperature
modes: warm white, cool white and custom white,
which can be set to any colour temperature
between warm white and cool white.
The LED desk lamp is energy-saving and thanks to
the built-in 12 watt LED lamp, this modern setting
lamp saves your electricity bill. It consumes very
little power and never needs to be replaced.
The high-quality metal bedside lamp is made of
high-quality aluminium alloy, which is durable and
can guarantee high-quality lighting for many
years. The base is made of non-slip metal
material to increase stability. You can rest
assured that it is safe and stable.

65€

51

1 Classic Chandelier Chandelier Maria Theresa 28
arms in chrome 95 cm/Diameter with high quality,
Zianischen glass
95X95X90 CM (L x W x H), Kettung approx. 70 cm
Super fast shipping
Ideal for bedroom, Halle, toilet, kitchen or living
room
Suitable for LED

2.010€
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AUCTIM

52

1 Chandelier Ground prisms for ideal light reflects
through them beautifully.
30 light sources.
Absolute eye catcher in any ambience
Decoration not included in the delivery

2.850€

53

1 Chandelier Hanging Lamp Design: high-quality
chandelier for every living space. These bulbs not
only serve as a light source, but bring a whole
new shine to your home.
The romantic chandeliers fit perfectly into modern
and classic furnishing styles, combined with
pieces of furniture in a retro or shabby chic
design, these pendant lights will be a real
highlight in your living room.
Light bulbs: bulbs with an E14 socket and a
respective output of max. 40 watts.
Our multi-flame chandeliers spread a stylish and
cosy atmosphere - the fine prisms and chains
made of acrylic glass ensure effective light
refraction.
63115-5: diameter x height in cm: 44 x 41 | total
height in cm: 128

135€

54

1 Pendant Ceiling Light Dimmable: ideal light
output for indoor use, up to 4000 lm (80 lm/w)
with CCT cool white 6000 K: CRI up to 80, thus
high colour rendering: full dimming from dark to
bright (0.01% to 100%) on all standard dimmer
switches
Modern design: double layer design, more
stereoscopic than other flat ceiling lights, a
modern shape with 6 circle rings, wide ideal for
indoor use, such as study, living room, bedroom,
dining room, kitchen, etc
Economical energy saving: the ceiling light, which
is equipped with high-quality LED lamps with a
service life of 20,000 hours, saves over 85% of
electricity costs, no lamp change required, great
replacement for incandescent bulbs.

320€
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AUCTIM

55

1 LED Ceiling Pendant Light Chandelier LED dining
table chandelier, a classic and chic designer
decoration lamp. The simple line design and soft
acrylic shadow give us a different visual effect,
creating a warm and romantic family atmosphere,
whether the light is in or off, but also a beautiful
view in your room
Dimmable chandelier: dimmable brightness and
colour to meet your needs. The colour
temperature can be gradually changed from warm
white 3000 K to cool white 6000 K with the
remote control. Excellent lighting without UV, IR
or other radiation illuminates and decorates your
interior perfectly.
Pendant size: D35 "4 x H7.9", power 26W,
material: aluminium + acrylic, colours black and
gold for your choice. Chandelier height can be
freely selected, up to 120 cm.
LED light: suitable for corridor, kitchen, living
room, dining room, bedroom, living room, study,
children's room, entrance, staircase, door, cafe,
bar, restaurant, hotel, office, etc. Create a stylish
and warm atmosphere for your room.

275€

56

1 Ceiling Light Modern satellite tree branch
chandelier design]: metal material and iron
painting with high temperature baking
technology, uniform color, non-fading, rust-proof,
corrosion resistant, strong and durable. The
artificial satellite is equipped with a metal centre
ball and extended 8/12/18 arms. The lighting
covers 10-30 square metres. Suitable for 8, 12, 18
light sources, the appearance is exquisite and
creative, adding unique style to your room.
Adjustable Height: HIMAugbo Sputnik chandelier
contains 4 250mm boom, you can choose 1-4
hanging boom according to your preferences and
needs, and freely splicing the height to adapt to
different rooms. In addition, this chandelier is
equipped with a universal head on the ceiling
plate, so that it can also be mounted on a sloping
roof.
Lamp Type: The E27 lamp holder can freely switch
between various Edison Tungsten filaments, LED

275€
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or CFL light sources. In combination with
dimmable bulbs and compatible dimmer switches,
the chandelier is dimmable to create an emotional
atmosphere to meet the needs of different
occasions. The maximum power of each bulb is 60
W.
Easy to install: the power cables of each Sputnik
chandelier modern have been connected and
connected to the main power cable. All you need
to do is turn each branch into the appropriate hole
position and then install the lamp to the ceiling
and attach

AUCTIM

57

1 Chandelier Long Pendant Light If you need a
different colour, need more or less balls, please
contact us.
Glass ball size: 15 x 23 cm, length of wires
adjustable, comes with 3 dimmable LED bulbs, G4
cap.
Beautiful design, high quality material, excellent
appearance, useful competitive price, friendly
service
Perfect choice for staircase, duplex apartment,
villa, living room, restaurant, bar etc.

470€

58

1 LED Ceiling Light Modern chic design: fashion
design, bubble acrylic, high light transmittance,
high light refraction, luxury decoration, metal
bracket, very stable, create a warm and peaceful
atmosphere for your home or office.
High quality ceiling light: high quality metal and
acrylic, faded prevention, easy to clean and better
light transmission and heat dissipation. 50,000
hours. The LED ceiling light adapts perfectly to
your ceiling.
Energy-saving: comes with the LED light strip, can
be bright as long as it is on, no need for bulbs
anymore. Thanks to the use of modern LED
technology, low power consumption, it can save
more than 80% energy compared to conventional
bulbs. High quality LED chip energy saving strip
(permanent installation)
Specifications: Total size: 60 cm x 40 cm x 15.24
cm: Diameter of the large circle: 25 cm: Diameter

165€
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of the small circle: 18 cm: Diameter of ceiling
plate: 23 cm: Wattage: 40 W: CCT 6000 K:
Material: Acrylic + Metal + LED Strip

AUCTIM

59

1 LED Pendant Light This pendant light offers
more shape options, if you need a good ceiling
light for living room, bedroom, dining room, office,
study etc., please choose WODA Shangmao.
Height adjustable ceiling light: chain / cable
length 200cm, 45W LED pendant light,
1W=100lm, MAX4566lm, filtered with acrylic
lampshade, the actual lighting area is approx. 1018㎡
Stable LED system: the power supply has
automatic protection settings (overload
protection, load protection, automatic shut-off
protection, voltage from AC100 to 260 V is
suitable for more customers).
Dimmable/Bright Color/Brightness: 3000K-6500K,
5%-100%, Fixed LED SMD Light, Color Rendering
Index 90+, LED light will not fall off.

290€

60

1 Chandelier Ceiling Light Modern fashion rain
drop design: the unique triangular raindrop design
makes this crystal candlestick absolutely
fabulous. Sparkles from every angle. Full
assembly with time and effort required. It will be
worth it. Enjoy the contemporary version of the
luxurious rainfall design.
Size and lamp type: length 80 cm, width 20 cm,
height 102 cm. GU10 x 5, max. 50 watts (bulbs
not included), voltage: 220 V - 240 V, compatible
with many types of bulbs: dimmable bulbs,
energy saving lamps, LED lamps, halogen lamps,
etc. Fully dimmable when used with dimmable
bulbs and a compatible dimmer switch (not
included)
Suitable space: high-end luxury beautiful rain
design, sparkles from every angle, beautiful
chandelier. Suitable for: living room, dining room,
kitchen island, bedroom, foyer, indoor,
farmhouse, bar, restaurants, galleries, exhibition
room, hotel, cafe, office, etc.
Main component: canopy made of polished

250€
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chrome stainless steel, top K9, clear crystal. 100%
high quality crystal fixing, fantastic modern
chandelier with beautiful design and brilliant
crystals. Light up your home with this modern
pendant light.
61

AUCTIM

1 Hanging Lamp BUY WITH CONFIDENCE:
Guaranteed compliance with the most demanding
quality control procedures. If you have any
problems, please contact us directly, we will solve
the problem for you within 24 hours.
Wide application: perfect for aisle, hallway,
bedroom, living room, dining room, kitchen, bar,
hotel, balcony, staircase, passageway and more.
Of course, this is only our advice, you can install it
anywhere you want to install it
All cables are pre-wired, you only need to mount
the light on the ceiling. Installation is completed
in 30 minutes. We also have different lampshade
colours (gold, black, silver, white) and different
number of branches (6, 9, 12, 15, 18). If you need
other lamp specifications, please send us an email
Material: Acrylic + Aluminum + Steel Wire
Dimensions: each acrylic column is 5 x 35 cm (1.9
x 13.8 inches), and the height of the ceiling line
can be adjusted to 300 cm (118 inches). Light
source: LED chip (included). Colour temperature:
warm white 3000 K
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62

1 Round Ceiling Pendant Lamp The pendant light
with round shaped shades that stand out in the
living room as well as in the dining area or the
office. With its subtle design, it is compatible with
many furnishing styles, especially suitable for
staircases or public buildings
3 sizes: 16 lights, diameter 30 cm, power 32 W.
28 lights, diameter 42 cm, power 56 W. 42 lights,
D52 cm, power 84 W. Voltage: 230 V
Elegant pendant light with high-quality lamp body
made of acrylic and iron. Cable length: 1.5 m/2.5
m/3.5 m, height adjustable, especially suitable for
staircases or public buildings
With warm white 3000 K bulbs to feel warm and
comfortable, the brightness is enough for reading,
eating and other everyday activities

600€

63

1 Ceiling Light K9 crystal chandelier: laser cutting,
sharp edges and corners, stylish and beautiful
under light refraction. Amazing in modern
interiors.
Easy installation: easy to install and all crystals of
the model are pre-assembled. The mounting parts
and detailed assembly instructions are included.
Oval chandelier size: 27.5 inches + 9.8 inches + 3
inches: maximum hanging: height adjustable from
19.7 inches to 42.2 inches.
Suggested space fit: ideal for dining room, girl's
room, living room, hotel, stairs, island, foyer,
bedroom, office, etc. Large bathroom, formal
dining room, stairs, entrance, hallway, stairs,
funky apartment, entrance, salon, semi, cabinet,
hotel, office, laundry room.

275€

64

1 LED Chandelier Light Crystal chandelier
material: K9 crystals and stainless steel. Light
colour: cool white (4500K-6000K), non-dimmable.
LED Pendant Size: 300mm + 400mm + 500mm
Cover plate size 250mm Length of the hanging
wire adjustable in height: min. 300mm 7.2 inches.
1200 mm). Suitable for all types of high and low
floors
Ring shape: unique C shape, you can adjust the
shape of the ring as you like.

250€
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Ceiling light specifications: Watts: 60W (max),
Voltage 85-265V. Type of bulb: LED chips.

AUCTIM

65

1 Ceiling Light Dimensions Width = 60 cm:::
Length = 60 cm::: display = 18 cm
material: Stainless Steel/K9 crystal glass with
glitter sparkling Super
Input Voltage: 210 ~ 240 V. Socket: LED module
built-in/operation without settings
Energy efficiency class: A. This lamp contains
built-in LED lights. The LED lights cannot be taken
out and to replace. Supplied at transport (No
assembly required – assembly
required).Installation time: depending on
dexterity – at least 30 minutes. Includes remote
control

440€

66

1 Hanging Lamp CRYSTAL DESIGN:The modern
design of the ring crystal chandelier and elegant
crystal raindrop pendant add a luxurious and
romantic atmosphere to your interior. It is more
amazing than the picture. It is your first choice for
decorative lighting. It offers an elegant and
luxurious environment with strong light source
and high quality.
Dimmable: a chandelier with a dimmable remote
control. You can sit on the sofa to adjust the
brightness (5%-100%) and colour temperature
(3000K-6500K) of the chandelier. Warm white
light / natural white / cold white light provides a
good lighting environment. The hanging wire can
be adjusted by 100 cm to create more space.
EYE PROTECTION: The built-in 100W LED light
source with high brightness and excellent light
output can ensure high colour rendering of CRI>
80. No flicker, no noise, no flickering, very safe,
eye protection and energy saving. The heat
dissipation effect of LED is better and the service
life exceeds 50,000 hours.
Multifunctional Chandelier: The luxurious crystal
chandelier is suitable for different types of houses
and places. Can be used for interior lighting, e.g.
living room, dining room, bedroom, children's
room, kitchen, office, living room, balcony,

450€
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entrance, corridor, hotel, corridor, etc.
Professional lighting aims to create a warm and
comfortable home and provide 100% satisfaction
service.

AUCTIM

67

1 Table Hanging Ligh 1. Retro design: our lamps
are made from the finest wild oak and therefore
have a particularly strong grain. A guaranteed
eye-catcher in your home. Beautiful swing and
highly visible grain.
2. Decorate: Our wooden pendant light fits
wonderfully with different interior styles. Our
pendant lamp is also suitable as a hanging shelf,
e.g. for small plants, spices or decoration. The
combination with lush green plants is particularly
appealing.
3. Size: lamp body size: 100 cm x 8 cm x 9.5 cm:
100 cm flexibly height adjustable: if necessary,
the wooden dining room lamp can be adjusted in
height of up to a maximum of 100 cm. Thanks to
the LED light source, the lamp emits a warm
bright light and illuminates the room stylishly.
4. Scenario: Suitable for attic, villa, dining room,
clubhouse, bedroom, living room, kitchen, cafe,
shop, bar, office, lounge, library, club, hotel,
nursery, corridor, balcony, clubhouse and other
environments. The chandelier provides a pleasant
atmosphere and perfect decorative lighting,
irradiation range: 10 m²-25 m²

375€

68

1 Ceiling Light Dimensions of ceiling lamp: width
= 64 cm, length = 90 cm, display = 13 cm.
Remote control included. Dimmable
Material: aluminium (brushed) / chrome
Energy consumption: 52 watts. Luminous flux:
approx. : 3510 Lumens LED colour temperature:
4000 K (neutral white). Socket: LED board
Delivered in transport condition (not assembled assembly required). Installation time: depending
on dexterity - at least 15 minutes. Includes
remote control
Features: energy efficient. Remote control
included. Dimmable

270€
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AUCTIM

69

1 LED ceiling light Creative design concept:
Designed in two layers, more stereoscopic than
other flat ceiling lights: a modern shape with leaf
like 6 circle rings, just like a flower on your ceiling:
the appearance is elegant, tidy and concise and
fits your different household decoration styles.
Dimmable and colour-changeable: 72 W
dimmable - The remote control can be adjusted
with dimmable brightness and 3 colour
temperatures to meet your different requirements
(3000 K warm white, 4000 K neutral white, 6000 K
cool white). Functional dimmable range 10-100 %.
Saves energy: Benefit from low power
consumption and save electricity costs thanks to
modern LED technology. Our ceiling light with LED
chips saves up to 80 % energy than incandescent
bulbs and has a lifespan of over 50,000 hours.

315€

70

1 LED Pendant Light Diameter: 30 cm. Modern
LED ring pendant light in a special design, made
of metal. Includes energy saving LED light bulbs in
energy efficiency class A+.
Freely adjustable up to 1 m in height prior to
mounting. Its unique, eye-catching design
perfectly complements the contemporary
designed living area. With its shiny chrome look, it
is also a true highlight during the day.
Dimmable: With the convenient remote control,
you can easily control both the brightness and the
colour temperature, from cold white (6500 K), to
warm white (3500 K) light. Thanks to the
innovative memory function, the last brightness
setting of the stylish pendant lights is retained
after switching off.
Material: Acrylic and metal. This light object really
comes into its own amongst very modern
furnishings with a clear structure. The high quality
LED chandeliers: for the stylishly tailored living
room or the chic home office.

350€
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AUCTIM

71

1 Crystal Chandelier Light Mounting dimensions
for this crystal chandelier is height 61 cm x
diameter 63 cm, chain/cord max length: 150 cm
(adjustable length).
This chandelier uses 5 x E14 bulbs (not included),
maximum 40 W per bulb, compatible with LED
lamps.
This modern light lamp is designed with superior
quality and hand-picked K9 crystals, which makes
this chandelier extremely glittering and dazzling,
which is far more impressive than the picture, and
could illuminate your room extremely and far, to
create a superior and stylish atmosphere in your
living room, dining room, bedroom, foyer or other
dry places.

250€

72

1 Crystal Chandelier Bulb requirements: the
different light effects shown in the picture depend
on the light bulb used. Bulb base: G9 / 220V
(bulbs are not included).
Size and Material Mounting diameter: 50 cm.
Canopy Width: 12cm The cable length is 200cm
(can be adjusted as needed). Metal and crystal
material Hard texture, not broken, sturdy and
durable
Design: The starry design provides a beautiful and
luxurious visual enjoyment, the quiet stars flash
with a bright light shaped like a glowing
dandelion, the weak light and the shadow,
accompanied by gentle romance.
Crystal beads: Nano cutting crystal beads, smooth
and shiny, as well as spray sunshine into rainbow.
When the lighting hits the crystal beads, they
throw hundreds of rainbow prisms into the air.

315€

73

1 Crystal Pendant Light Dimensions of pendant
lamp: width = 11 cm, length = 80 cm, display =
100 cm. This Arsamas pendant lamp enchants
your living room with its unique, classic elegance
made of glass. Ideal for dining room lighting,
living rooms and much more. If you want to
shorten this 1 m hanging length - this can be
easily done by inserting the cables into its
brackets.

190€
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[Material] : K9 glittering sparkling glass crystals /
chom. Decorated with decorative, sparkling glass
crystals, this ceiling light exudes a cosy ambience
in your home. The frame is made of chromeplated metal and the hanging is made of glass
crystals. Thus, due to the sun winding, no
clouding of the glass crystals (as with the acrylic
"crystals" (:-)) is expected through the years.
Input voltage: 210-240 V. Socket: 4x G9 max.
25W (one) If you have a wall dimmer - the lamp
can be dimmed with dimmable (must be
designed) bulbs.

AUCTIM

74

1 Ceiling Light Material: Maple Leaf Shape K9
Crystal, Glass, Hardware: (Assembly Required)
includes all mounting hardware, bulb not included
in the price:
Height: W:60 cm, L:120 cm: Max. 40 Watt: Base
Type: E14 x 6: Colour: Clear:
This modern chandelier is cut with crystal and
candelabra pears: nothing quite as elegant as the
crystal chandeliers that sparkle brilliantly in the
evening.
Wakrays crystal chandelier lighting ceiling light is
a beautiful chandelier for dining room/kitchen
room/bedroom: this unique style chandelier light
features crystal tube arms adorned with crystal
that capture and reflect the light of the C ehandel
lamps.

325€

75

1 Ceiling Light Design: The unique design of the
modern ceiling light with creative fan brings you
more natural light and let you feel the freshness
of the summer while enjoying the light. LED light
source: new light source for the LED lens, soft
light, no glare, no radio frequency interference, no
flash, can protect the eyes and brain
3 colours cool white / white / warm white, with the
remote control to choose between three different
colours (3000 K / 4500 K / 6500 K), bright and soft
light can protect the eyes and the brain. 3 wind
speeds: simply use the remote control to change
the wind speed, you can easily stay away from air
conditioning diseases

375€
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Power: 46 watts, size: 50 cm x 50 cm x 20 cm,
lumen: 1800-2600 lm: voltage: 220V-240 V,
recommended room area: 8-15 m². Highly
transparent silicone lampshade, durable
aluminium housing, transparent ABS fan blades.
High-quality eye protection LED light source, soft
light, no glare
Silent ceiling fan lighting: quiet motor can ensure
comfortable, safe and stable sleep, suitable for
bedroom, living room, kitchen, dining room,
hallway, balcony, boys and girls study in the hall,
reading room, etc

AUCTIM

76

1 Ceiling Light Atmospheric sparkle! Use this
stunning ceiling light for living room, dining room
or bedroom and enjoy unique sparkling light
effects. Finely crafted pendants made of clear
acrylic give an extraordinary crystal look
Give your rooms that certain something. With this
elegant ceiling light, whose pendants seem to
come off the ceiling like sparkling drops. Simply
eye-catching in the living room, dining room,
bedroom or even hallway and hallway.
Box contents: 1 x metal acrylic ceiling light
square, dimensions: 42 x 42 x 27 cm (L x W x H),
assembly of the acrylic hangings required after
delivery, 5 x E14 max. 40 W, without bulb,
protection class IP20, please contact us
Suitable for LEDs: this stunning ceiling light with
sparkling acrylic hanging has 5 sockets E14 for
max. 40 W per bulb. Use modern LED bulbs and
save energy and money. Bulb not included.

230€

77

1 LED Ceiling Light Dimmable: via the remote
control, the ceiling lights brightness can be
adjusted continuously (5%-100%) and the colour
temperature can also be adjusted from cold white
to warm white (3000K-6000K). This means that
the brightness and colour temperature can be
better adjusted to your wishes and you can also
create the mood when you reduce the brightness
Selected forged high-precision acrylic forging,
exquisite and elegant, soft and even diffuse light
lines, exquisite and charming. Built-in high colour

610€
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rendering LED light source, low energy
consumption to create a comfortable and
environmentally friendly lighting environment:
high-quality materials. Made of high-quality
aluminium and acrylic, it has the properties of
resistance, corrosion resistance, resistance to
fading, is not easy to scratch and easy to clean
Irradiation area: 5 heads size: 58 x 8 cm, power:
maximum 24 W, irradiation area: 10-15 m²: 18
heads size: 120 x 11 cm, power: maximum 108
W, height: 20-30 m²: colour temperature: 3000 to
6500 K, energy efficiency: A ++, the average
Suitable space: ceiling light LED is very suitable
for installation in different indoor places, easy to
install and assemble, suitable for living room,
kitchen, dining room, bedroom, villa, study, dining
room, nursery, office, interlevel, garage, bar,
hotel, shop, bar, bedroom, corridor, room, shop,
club etc
78

AUCTIM

1 LED Ceiling Light All-in-one LED ceiling light
dimmable: all-in-one modern LED ceiling light with
four square LED modules in black, made of iron
art with acrylic integrated LED strips: thanks to its
rotating LED modules, you can change the shape
individually: thanks to its elegant design, the LED
light can be used in many ways, e.g. as a living
room lamp, bedroom lamp or dining room lamp:
thanks to the remote control, you can control the
light freely
LED ceiling light dimmable with remote control:
super bright LED ceiling light living room. This
dimmable ceiling lamp LED has three colour
temperatures of 3000, 4500-6000 K: warm natural
and cool light as well as a cool and truly
distinctive light. The remote control can change
the colour temperature and brightness freely. You
will be seriously in love with this light! It really
adds a WOW factor when you enter the house. It's
just so cool light:
Living room ceiling light LED with high CRI - LED
lights are a popular choice as they can last up to
50,000 hours before they need to be replaced.
Minimalist artistic and stylish design, the elegant
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and beautiful shape of lighting. Not only lighting,
but also decoration for your home: the
combination of high quality and design: high
quality metal and acrylic lampshade with high
light transmission, rust protection, corrosion
protection, good durability

AUCTIM

79

1 Light Round Chandelier Chandelier Material: K9
Crystal/Aluminum/Stainless Steel Three layers of
chandelier light.
Chandelier size: D40 cm x H31 cm. Ceiling base:
15 cm. Chain length: 60 cm (adjustable chain).
Specification: AC110-260V Max: 60W each bulb.
Bulb type: E14 x 5 (bulb not included)
Application: the pendant light is suitable for dining
rooms, living rooms, kitchen islands, bedrooms,
offices, etc.

405€

80

1 Ceiling Light High quality ceiling light: highquality metal and acrylic, fade protection, easy to
clean and better light transmission and heat
dissipation. 50,000 hours long service life. The
LED ceiling lighting adapts perfectly to your
ceiling. Simple construction and easy installation.
Dimmable ceiling lamp: dimmable brightness and
colour to meet your needs. The colour gradually
changes from warm white 3000 K to cold white
7500 K by a remote control. Use cool white to
read books, neutral white for watching TV and
warm white for a romantic atmosphere.
Light source: built-in low-energy high-colour LED
light source. Create a comfortable,
environmentally friendly lighting environment.
Excellent texture, beautiful and durable. LED Light
Source High transparency makes the light more
uniform and softer. Environmental protection, low
heat generation, no infrared or ultraviolet
radiation, low power consumption, energy saving
(80% cheaper).
Modern decorative lighting: is a perfect interior
decoration light, with an attractive appearance, it
is a real highlight even during the day, offers you
a charming ambience with bright light source. Its
unique design is striking and perfectly

515€
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complements the modern design of the living
area. This lamp can be used not only as a ceiling
light, but also as a decorative lamp. It can be used
in living rooms, bedrooms, hallways, balconies,
kitchens, etc.

AUCTIM

81

1 LED-ceiling light Modern minimalist style interior
lighting, perfect ceiling pendant lights, the
lighting creates a cosy atmosphere. Not only
lighting, but also decoration for your home. The
whole thing is very bright, very chic,
environmentally friendly.
Remote dimming: In the ceiling light, the LEDs are
already permanently installed and do not need to
be replaced. Including 3 colour temperatures: cold
white/natural white/warm white, intelligent
remote control, adjustable brightness and light
colour, night lighting mode.
Size: 58 x 8 cm. Material: iron and acrylic. Output:
40 W, voltage: 220-240 V.
Suitable for a variety of installation types. It is the
perfect decor for installation in the bedroom,
living room, kitchen, dining room, study, foyer,
hallway, staircase, attic, balcony, office,
restaurant, hallway.

275€

82

1 LED Pendant Light 1. Creative design: tired of
decoration, complicated and modest? This lamp is
practical, simplifies the living room and is simple
and bright. If you like minimalism, you can stay
here for a while. It is perfect for interior lighting
with an attractive look and the highlight of the
day with its bright lights to treat charming
atmosphere
2. Size: D x 60 cm H 40 cm, wire height hanging:
120 cm (adjustable), colour: black gold, lamp
body process: all colours are sealed with glaze to
prevent oxidation and fading: specifications of the
light source: LED
3. Material: lamp body made of galvanised iron +
LED reflector + iron body light + inner cover
made of iron reflector. Simplified lights, half metal
and the other half inspire creative collisions
4. Applicable occasion: it is the perfect size to

425€
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install in the living room, bedroom, kitchen, dining
room, dining room, dining table, hallway, attic, a
bar, balcony, staircase, restaurant, office, cafe,
etc

AUCTIM

83

1 Crystal Ceiling Light K9 crystal: it is used K9
crystal with high quality and high transparency,
the crystal is thickened, stronger than other
crystals and more beautiful. Exquisite cut, sharp
angle, dazzling, reflects different beauty.
Electroplating the lamp body: the lamp body is
electroplated, the color is more vivid, corrosion
resistant, not easy to aging, the glittering lamp
body is matched with beautiful K9 crystal, which
perfect the elegant design.
Specifications: dimensions diameter 55 cm x
height 30 cm, light source E14 x 8, this lamp has
passed CE certification, these luxurious
chandeliers can be easily embedded in light
structures. They include clear instructions and all
mounting parts for quick and easy installation.

520€

84

1 Ceiling Light Size: lampshade shade diameter
1050 mm, lampshade shade height 900 mm,
chain hanging chain 2 m (adjustable)
Lamp holder: E27, voltage: 220V, power: max
40W x 26 (bulbs not included)
Material: iron, style: traditional, retro, rustic,
classic.
Recommended room size: 10-30 m². It is the
perfect light to install in the bedroom, living room,
bars, hotels, karaoke, restaurant, cafe,
showrooms and other decorative lighting.

450€

85

1 Hanging Light International E14 lamp holder,
voltage: 110-240V, power: maximum 40W, energy
efficiency class: A++, 3C certification. Can install
incandescent bulbs, energy-saving bulbs and LED
bulbs. The package does not include bulbs, you
can choose according to your different needs
Made of high quality resin material, hand-painted
without pollution, not only improves the stability
of the lamp, but also makes the antlers more

410€
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realistic. Our chandeliers are sturdy and durable,
beautiful and generous, reflect the beauty of
nature and make people feel fresh and
comfortable
Dimensions: 78 cm diameter, 47 cm height. The
chain has an adjustable length of 50 cm, which
can be adjusted according to the scene and your
preferred height. Easy to install, contains all
components, can be installed quickly and easily
The retro style makes your house stand out! By
placing the chandelier in a place of your choice,
you can provide interiors such as living room,
bedroom, hallway, kitchen, etc. Old fashioned
styles never go out of fashion, they are ideal

AUCTIM

86

1 LED Ceiling Light Ceiling light dimensions:
diameter = 62 cm, display (height) = 22 cm.
Dimmable. With remote control.
Material: brushed aluminium
Energy consumption: 50 watts. Luminous flux:
approx. : 2860 Lumens LED colour temperature:
3000 K warm white
Delivered in transport condition (not assembled assembly required). Installation time: depending
on dexterity - at least 20 minutes. Includes
remote control
Features: energy efficient - low energy
consumption

240€

87

1 Ceiling Light Highly efficient LED chips: ZICBOL
pendant lights come with 3 unique LED candle
bulbs, so no additional bulbs are required, saving
energy and money. 1200 lumens and 3000 K
warm white light (not dimmable), a bright and
cosy atmosphere for your living rooms.
High light transmission acrylic glass lamp shape:
these pendant lights use acrylic glass material,
which has high light transmission, up to 90%,
higher than other glass material. Meanwhile, the
glass lamp shape is baked in stylish smoky grey,
the unique colour combined with the acrylic glass,
the light is not dazzled, no flicker, produce natural
and comfortable light, good for eye protection.
Adjustable cable length: the island kitchen light

150€
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has a 110 cm / 43.3 inches (max) long cable. You
can DIY the length of the cable according to the
room where you install it, different length can
create different points of visual interest in the
room. Dimensions: L 23.6 inches, glass lamp
shape: L 3.9 inches, H 4.3 inches.
Easy to install: assembly is required, this glass
ceiling hanging lamps comes with all accessories
for installation (bulbs already included), and all
you need to do is set up the LED bulbs in the lamp
shapes, then attach the ceiling and close the
wires. Quick and easy installation. Voltage: 220240V.

AUCTIM

88

1 Ceiling Pendant Light Mounting dimensions for
this crystal light is height 18 cm x width 40 cm x
length 40 cm 40 cm. 9 x G9 bulbs are required
(not included in the package), maximum 25 W per
bulb. And this chandelier is also compatible with
LED lamps and highly recommended.
This modern flush ceiling light is designed with
the highest quality and hand-picked K9 crystals
that make this chandelier extremely sparkling and
dazzling, which is much more impressive than the
picture.
This ceiling light could brighten your room
extremely and far, to create a superior and stylish
atmosphere in your living room, dining room,
bedroom, foyer or any other dry place.

305€

89

1 LED Ceiling Light High-quality luxurious elegant
rainfall design, contains 138 pieces of genuine
CRYSYAL ball droplets. This crystal candlestick is
absolutely fabulous. Sparkles from every angle,
beautiful chandelier. I can recommend it to
anyone who has a house with high ceilings and
stairs, etc.
Lamp type and size: 9 x GU10 lamps, max. 40 W
(bulb not included). Voltage: 220 V ~ 240 V. Size:
diameter 50 cm, height 180 cm. Compatible
lamps: dimmable lamps, energy-saving bulbs, LED
bulbs, halogen lamps, etc.
Suitable room: luxurious beautiful spiral raindrop
design, sparkles from every angle, beautiful

580€
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chandelier. Suitable for: living room, dining room,
kitchen island, bedroom, foyer, indoor,
farmhouse, bar, restaurants, galleries, showroom,
hotel, cafe, office, etc.
Main material: stainless steel chrome plate,
transparent genuine crystal. 100% crystal
changer. An excellent crystal attachment for your
foyer, dining room, living room and more! This
light features beautiful 100% crystal balls that
catch and reflect the light.

AUCTIM

90

1 Ceiling Light Lamp type and size: 6 x GU10
bulbs, max. 40 W (bulbs not included). Voltage:
220V~240V. Size: diameter 40 cm, height 110
cm. Compatible with many types of lamps:
dimmable blubs, LED lamp.
Suitable space: luxury double crystal ball design,
sparkles from any angle. Suitable for: living room,
kitchen island, foyer, bar, restaurants, galleries,
showroom, hotel, cafe, entrance area, etc.
Main Material:Mirror Polished Stainless Steel,K9
Crystal Clear crystal glass droplets make your
house shine. These crystals can catch and reflect
the light. This flush mounted ceiling light is a
stunning chandelier and will add a special
atmosphere to any place it is placed.
Luxurious, elegant droplet design: this crystal
candlestick is absolutely fabulous. Sparkles from
every angle, beautiful chandelier. I can
recommend it to anyone who has a house with
high ceilings and stairs, etc.

415€

91

1 LED Large Crystal Chandelier Pendant Light
Design:This 3-ring crystal chandelier adopts
interlocking design style, providing people with
noble and romantic visual experience, modern,
stable and durable in structure.
Ceiling light material: the use of stainless steel
and crystal material instead of plastic is more
beautiful and durable.
Diameter of the chandelier rings: 3 round rings,
diameter 20 + 30 + 40 cm, adjustable height
from 30 cm to 110 cm, ceiling mount diameter 18
cm

350€
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Colour temperature: warm light (2700-3200K),
non-dimmable. Voltage: 85-265V, Power: 52W

AUCTIM

92

1 LED Crystal Chandelier Modern design: K9
crystal chandeliers adjustable ceiling light
pendant light. Simple glam elegant to enhance
the living design of classic, luxurious, transitional,
low/high ceilings, slanted ceilings, etc.
Chandelier ring size diameter: 9.8 inches + 13.8
inches + 19.3 inches: maximum suspension:
height adjustable from 19.7 inches to 42.2 inches.
DIY unique shape: DIY your own shape that you
like at any time, you can use 3-stage triangular
shape, irregular mixing shape, etc.
Recommended space requirements: Ideal for
dining room, girl's room, living room, hotel,
staircase, island, foyer, bedroom, office etc. Large
bathroom, formal dining room, stairs, entrance
area, hallway path, staircase, funky apartment,
entrance, salon, semi, storage room, hotel, office,
laundry room.

230€

93

1 Ceiling Light Unique crystal glass design: never
splinter, fade or tarnish. This unique type of
chandelier light functions Crystal Tube is shiny,
crystal home decor.
Mounting dimensions: diameter 33 cm x height 24
cm.
Working Voltage: 220-240V Lamp Holder: 4 x G9
bulbs are required (not included) Compatible with
many types of bulbs: dimmable lamps, energy
saving bulbs, LED lamps, halogen lamps, etc.
Recommended room fit: the chandelier is perfect
for dining room, bathroom, bedroom and living
room.

300€

94

1 Pendant Lamp 1. Unique design retro
chandelier: Lighting for industrial retro
chandeliers. Elegant and vintage charm brings
subtle atmosphere. Adds old atmosphere and art
that creates a romantic atmosphere.
Scandinavian Japanese style brings you a new
experience

335€
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2. Pendant light size: Diameter 50 x 25 cm / 60 x
38 cm / 80 x 55 cm / 100 x 55 cm. Various sizes
available. Please choose the right size for
yourself. 100 cm sling (height adjustable). You
can adjust the length of the vintage lamp chain
according to your taste and style
3. Pendant light material: Bamboo, hand-woven,
durable, energy saving and environmental
protection, non-deformation. Bright and delicate,
unique in appearance, easy to install. The
beautiful appearance shows your beautiful
aesthetics and taste, with a retro atmosphere and
creativity
95

AUCTIM

1 Ceiling Light Luxurious romantic chandelier art
decor ---- The rectangular romantic ceiling light
with K9 crystal is amazing. This droplet chandelier
lighting is a beautiful ceiling light that is far more
stunning than the picture. This high-quality crystal
chandelier is absolutely fabulous. Light crystal
droplets make your house sparkle from every
angle.
Size and lamp type: length 80 cm, width 20 cm,
height 40 cm. E14 x 5, max. 50 Watt (bulb not
included), voltage: 220 V - 240 V, compatible with
many types of lamps: dimmable lamps, energysaving lamps, LED lamps, halogen lamps, etc.
Suitable space: high-end beautiful droplet design,
sparkles from every angle, beautiful chandelier.
Suitable for: living room, dining room, kitchen
island, bedroom, foyer, indoor, farmhouse, bar,
restaurants, galleries, showroom, hotel, cafe,
office, etc.
Main component: highly polished stainless steel
roof, top K9 clear glass. 100% high-quality crystal
attachment, fantastic modern chandelier with
wonderful design and beautiful shine with brilliant
crystals.
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AUCTIM

96

1 Crystal Chandelier Light Acrylic design: 3-ring
crystal chandelier made of high-quality K9
crystals, stainless steel adds acrylic to increase
brightness, improves light transmission, high light
efficiency up to 120 lm/w
Bright and energy saving: high lumen output of
this round crystal chandelier is 6800 lm (80
lm/W), LED chip CRI > 80 guarantees high colour
rendering, service life more than 50,000 hours
Ceiling light parameters: maximum 52 W, voltage
= 85-265 V, colour: cool white (6500 K) light, bulb
included: LED integrated, no purchase of separate
bulbs required.
DIY multiple shapes: ceiling light mounting 3circle ring, the diameter is 7.9 - 11.8 - 15.7 inches,
pendant light is adjustable cable length, height
adjustable from 11.8 inches to 47.2 inches for
sloping / low / high ceiling height
Suggested space: chandelier lighting for living
room, dining room, hotel, island, foyer, bedroom,
office, girl's room, children's room, large foyer,
formal dining room, funky apartment, salon,
restaurant, etc.
Eye protection: designed with eye protection, no
flicker, no infrared or ultraviolet radiation
prevents eye fatigue and provides a pleasant,
stress-free atmosphere
Easy installation: crystal light is securely
packaged and easy to install, ceiling light has
polished chrome finish for more resistance and
durability

210€

97

1 Ceiling Light Materials: K9 crystal and stainless
steel. Cool white (4500K-6000K), not dimmable
Pendant light size: 2 rings diameter: 16.93 inches
+ 20.47 inches (430 mm + 520 mm), housing
size: 9.8 inches (250 mm). Adjustable height of
hanging wire: (min.) 11.8 inches ~ (max.) 47.2
inches. The string length is 1200 mm (47.2
inches). Suitable for high or low ground
LED ceiling light details: Max: 58 W, voltage: 85265 V. Bulb type: LED chips.
Suggested space: living room, dining room,
bedroom, study, hotel, foyer, bedroom, office,

200€
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large foyer, formal dining room, funky apartment,
salon, restaurant. Recommended room size: 1520㎡

AUCTIM

98

1 LED Pendant Light Chandelier design: built-in
low-energy high-colour LED light source. Create a
comfortable, environmentally friendly lighting
environment. It features a hardware wrought iron
body and a rounded line design. Excellent texture,
beautiful and durable.
Product size: diameter 80 cm, suspension height
100 cm, the pendant light can be adjusted
individually and continuously in height. Working
voltage: 220-240 V. LED light source, power 80 W,
luminous flux: 4600-5800 lumens. High-quality
metal and acrylic, the product uses high light
transmission nanotechnology, to achieve a good
density and uniformity. The service life is approx.
50000 hours
Dimmable: the brightness can be freely adjusted
via the remote control (5%-100%) and use the
remote control to switch between multiple effects
(warm / white / warm white). You can set the
colour temperature of cool white (6000K) white
(3000K) to warm brightness and brightness. The
service life can reach 50,000 hours.
Modern stylish design pendant light, suitable for
living room, restaurants, dining tables, bars,
cafes, counters, clothing shops, bedrooms,
basements, commercial lighting etc. Lighting
range: 20-25 m².

440€

99

1 Ceiling Light Modern crystal ball rain drop
chandelier ceiling light, minimalist contemporary
style to create romantic atmosphere.
Size: length 63 cm, width 25 cm, total height 85
cm, cable length: 73 cm, recommended room
size: 5-25 m²: suggested space: complex
buildings, villa, living room, bedroom, dining
room, room, foyer, hallway, office, conference
room, waiting room, cafe, library, study, hallway,
stairs, etc.
Material: stainless steel and glass crystal: clear
crystal emits enchanting lights: stainless steel

275€
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yarn is very sturdy and durable. Well packaged, if
you have any question about lamp and package,
please email us first, we will do best to solve your
problem.
Bulb type: 3 x 50 W GU10 halogen bulb (not
included), energy saving, ultra energy-saving:
easy to install, accessories and ceiling plate
included.

AUCTIM

100

1 Ceiling Light Material: stainless steel and glass
crystal. 140 Crytal glass droplets make your
house shine.
Bulb type: 7 GU10 bulbs, max. 50 watts (bulb not
included). Voltage: 220V-240V Compatible with
many types of lamps: dimmable lamps, energy
saving lamps, LED lamps, halogen lamps, etc.
Size: diameter 50 cm, height 186 cm. Suggested
room size: bedroom, living room and so on. In the
light, multi-faceted clear crystal balls and beads
radiate charm like a dream of light.
High quality, luxurious, beautiful rainfall design,
sparkles from any angle, wonderful candlestick. I
can recommend it to anyone who has the house
with high ceilings and stairs, etc.

500€

101

1 Retro Spider Lamp Spider chandelier: 3, 6, 8 or
10 lights, simple structure, retro style, slim lines,
great for your home decoration.
Material: high-quality metal base + plastic. Strong
and durable. The light range is 15 - 30 m².
Average lifetime: 30,000 hours.
Lamp requirement: hard wired, max. 40W, E27
(bulbs not included in the package contents).
Easy installation: You can install the hanging
ceiling light yourself. The height of the lamp body
is adjustable.

90€
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1 Chandelier Black Crystal Our 5-bulb chandelier
made of black acrylic glass spreads a stylish and
cosy atmosphere - the 15 fine prisms and chains
made of acrylic glass ensure effective light
refraction
The romantic chandelier fits perfectly into modern
and classic furnishing styles, combined with white
pieces of furniture in a retro or shabby chic
design, the ceiling light will be a real highlight in
your living room or bedroom
The vintage ceiling light has five arms and is
equipped with 5 x E14 bulbs with a maximum of
25 watts - to perfect the antique look, you can use
E14 candles or LED bulbs with E14 socket
Large primes and fine chains made of acrylic
glass are modelled on the heavy and delicate
crystal glass prime of old chandeliers and provide
great light effects and cosy lighting - the
advantage compared to glass: easy to clean and
robust
Dimensions: W x H x D: 55 x 55 x 55 cm // Supply
cable: 75 cm // Cover W x H x D: 12 x 6.5 x 12
cm // Bulbs not included 5 x E14 max. 25 watts,
suspension can be shortened, also available in
white/clear

195€

103

1 LED Ceiling Light Round chandelier light: made
of high quality material: K9 crystal and stainless
steel. Built-in LED design and energy saving.
Specification: Voltage: 110-260V: Watt: 14W:
Colour Temperature: 4500K-6000K (Cool Light).
The life of the LED chips is up to 5000 hours. Not
dimmable.
Chandelier size: diameter 7.9 inches (20 cm),
height 4.5 inches (11.5 cm). Long strip crystal: 2.6
inches (6.5 mm). Recommended room size: 8㎡.
Please check the size of the light fixture before
purchasing.
Wide application: suitable for hallway, living room,
bedroom, children's room, kitchen, bar, corridor,
hotel, restaurant, passageway and more.

140€
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1 Crystal Pendant Light Modern and contemporary
chandelier: made of K9 crystals, aluminium and
stainless steel. Three-stage bling crystal with
luxurious golden light frame completes the
elegant design.
Flush-mounted type: the pendant light is AC110120V, 10 lamp sockets available, compatible with
any E14 lamp socket (bulbs are not included).
Chandelier size: D40 cm x H35 cm. Ceiling base:
15 cm. Chain length: 60 cm (can be adjusted as
desired). Please make sure that the dimensions of
the pendant light are suitable for your prepared
room.
Suggested space: the pendant light is perfect for
dining room, living room, kitchen island, hotel,
restaurant, hallway, exhibition hall, etc.

405€

105

1 LED Crystal Pendant Light Ceiling light: modern
crystal chandelier, light colour: cool white (6000K6500K): material: high quality K9 crystal and
stainless steel.
Chandelier size: 410mm and 100mm height
Bulb type: not dimmable: bulb included: built-in
LED, max. 36W, Voltage = 85-265V
Recommended space: dining room, living room,
bedroom, girl's room, children's room, hallway,
porch, hotel, staircase, foyer, hallway, office

160€

106

1 Ceiling Light LED Chandelier Model, Light Color:
Cool White (4500K-6000K): Material: K9 Crystal
and Stainless Steel
Chandeliers ring size diameter: 7.9 inches + 11.8
inches + 15.7 inches: maximum hanging: height
adjustable from 11.8 inches to 47.2 inches.
LED chandelier bulb included: LED integrated,
non-dimmable, max. 47 W, voltage = 85-265 V.
Suggested space fit: living room, dining room,
hotel, staircase, Iceland, foyer, bedroom, office,
etc.

225€
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1 Crystal Chandelier Material: plastic
Colour: black
Chandelier dimensions: 38 x 45 cm (diameter x
height)
Max. Drop: 82 cm
Light bulbs/watts: 5 x E 14, max. 40 W 230 V (not
included)

108

1 Pendant Light Modern, industrial pendant light
in vintage style.
Creates a romantic atmosphere and brings a
warm vintage look and feel!
Base/socket: E26/E27, nominal voltage: 110-240 V
suitable for any light bulb with E26/E27 screw
(bulb not included). Available bulb type: LED/CFL /
incandescent bulbs recommended maximum bulb
power: 40W-60W
- Diameter of the chassis: 4.72 inches (12 cm),
diameter of the lampshade: 11.81 inches (30 cm).
Height of the lampshade: 7.87 inches (20 cm).
Length of the hanging cable: 47.24 inches (120
cm). Ideal styling for urban and industrial decor.

90€

109

1 Ceiling Light Eine beeindruckende Menge an
Kristallkugeln und Diamanten machen dieses
zeitgenössische Kristallanhängerprojekt zu einer
schicken Verfeinerung.
Befestigungsmaße: Durchmesser 60 cm x Höhe
65 cm, Deckenplatte Maße: Durchmesser 11 cm x
Höhe 8 cm, mit verstellbarer Aufhängekette,
maximale Länge 100 cm.
Lampenfassung: Es werden 6 E14-Lampen
benötigt (nicht im Lieferumfang enthalten).
Spannung: 220 Volt. Kompatibel mit vielen Arten
von Lampen: Dimmbare Lampen,
Energiesparlampen, Led-Lampen, Halogenlampen
usw.
Empfohlene Raumanpassung: Der ChromKronleuchter Bestier eignet sich perfekt für
Esszimmer, Badezimmer, Schlafzimmer und
Wohnzimmer.

300€
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1 Glass Crystal Chandelier
Number of crystals: 1600
Color: Crystal / White / chrome
Material: metal / glass
Total height: 75cm
Total diameter: 80cm

455€

111

1 Crystal Ceiling Light Modern crystal chandelier:
This ceiling light is made of chrome-plated metal
and 54 rectangular crystals. Unique double layer
crystal design perfectly shows modern, classic
and luxurious style. Elegant design is suitable for
installation in your living room, bedroom, dining
room, hallway, hotel, etc.
Well made and durable: the ceiling plate is made
of high-quality stainless steel, which is hard and
durable without fading. Rectangular polyhedral
crystal with high light transmission. The light
shines beautifully through the refractions of
countless crystal beads and chrome mirrors. No
matter where you place it, you will enjoy the
gentle lighting and beautiful appearance.
Lamp size and installation: crystal lamp size (W x
H): 27.5 x 27.5 cm, double layer crystal design
can provide enough light that can fully meet your
lighting needs. Equipped with the necessary parts
and detailed instructions, installation is easy. To
make your installation smoother we have included
a few more crystals as spare parts.
E27 CE socket and safety: equipped with E27
standard sockets, compatible lamp types: LED,
CFL, halogen, bulb (bulb not included, max. 60
W). If you need a dimming function, please use it
with a dimmer switch and a dimmable bulb. All
sockets and cables have passed CE safety
certification.

115€
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1 Candlestick Lamp Discover our large 15-bulb
chandelier with high-quality acrylic glass prisms in
a trendy vintage baroque design.
The magnificent and majestic crystal lamp is a
focal point in any setting thanks to its 15 arms
and countless polished prisms made of clear
acrylic glass.
Especially in old buildings and rooms with a high
ceiling, this baroque chandelier is an absolute
eye-catcher and provides impressive light
reflections with the prisms made of acrylic glass.
You can combine this beautiful chandelier with
more furniture in the baroque style.
Dimensions: Height: 80 cm: Diameter: 80 cm:
Cable: 100 cm: Exclusive bulbs: 15 x E14, max. 25
Watt.

580€

113

1 Acryldekor Regenbogenfarben Type: suspension
lamp (chandelier)
Material: Chrome
acrylic decor
Color: Rainbow colors
Dimensions: Diameter x Height in mm: 510 x
1660

215€

114

1 Crystal Pendant Chandelier
Shiny crystal material: Plastic
Frame material: Steel
Lamp size: 36.5 x 46 cm (Φ x H)
Cable length: 1.2 m
Suitable for E27 bulb (not included)

100€
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1 Leuchten Chandelier
Bulb not included
Chandelier 3 Bulbs Clear Acrylic
The light has a height of 150 cm and a
diameter of 46 cm
Wattage: 40.0
Power source: battery
Package weight: 1.83 kg
Package size: 19.2 L x 31.5 H x 27.5 W (cm)

110€

116

1 Clear Candelabra 55 cm Our 5-bulb chandelier
made of clear crystal acrylic creates a stylish and
comfortable atmosphere. - The 15 fine cut prisms
and chains are made from acrylic for effective
light reflections.
The romantic chandelier is ideal for modern and
classic interior design styles. When combined with
white furniture in a retro or shabby chic design,
the ceiling light is a real highlight in your living
room or bedroom.
The vintage ceiling light has 5 arms and takes 5 x
E14 light bulbs of max. 25 Watts. In order to
perfect the antique look, you can use E14 candle
bulbs or LED light bulbs with E14 sockets.
The large prisms and fine chains made of acrylic
are modelled on the heavy duty, filigree crystal
prisms of old chandeliers and create great lighting
effects and cosy lighting. The advantages
compared to glass: Easy to clean and durable.
Dimensions: Height: 55 cm / Total diameter: 55
cm / Cable (hanging chain): 75 cm / Bulb not
included 5 x E14 max. 25 Watt

205€

117

1 Crystal Ceiling Light Stable and easy to install:
the lamp base is made of high-quality stainless
steel material and contains no toxic materials,
more robust and rust-proof. It can hang stably on
the ceiling. Please follow the included description
when you install. (All components are included).
Luxury crystal design: premium K9 crystal, threelayer crystal design, excellent cutting technology.

125€
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High light transmission and pure texture. Create a
cosy atmosphere for your family.
Selected G9 bulb: our crystal chandelier uses 3 G9
bulbs. You could use G9 bulbs of different watts or
colour according to your wishes. (The bulbs are
not included).
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